Berlin is a modern city
Berlin is an old city
Berlin is a historic city.
Brandenburg Gate
Berlin Wall
Berlin is green
Amazing museums
Universities
Opera or Comic Opera performance
Trip to Potsdam
Trip to Weimar
Transportation Pass for Berlin
LONG WEEKENDS FOR PERSONAL TRAVEL

Rome, Italy – 2 h 05

Paris, France – 1 h 30

Vienna, Austria – 1 h 05

Amsterdam, Holland – 1 h 20
OUR CLASSES

Math Modelling
MTH 435

Geometry
MTH 411 or 410

Classes taught on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays
Some pictures from past summers

FUN
FUN WORK
GROUP TRIPS
EARN 6 CREDIT HOURS

- Classes taught in English, same credit as if taken on Oxford campus
- 10 credit hours is enough for a Math Minor
- Complete a thematic sequence
- Satisfy Global Perspectives Requirement
CONTACT

- Beata Randrianantoanina
  randrib@miamioh.edu

- Anna Ghazarian
  ghazarar@miamioh.edu

- Webpage:
  MiamiOH.edu/study-abroad/math-in-berlin
  www.users.miamioh.edu/ghazarar/math-in-Berlin.html